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plan of study put into practice at the
University of Chicago last fall has
proved to be a success,—indeed, much
more of a success than many instruc-
tors and others had anticipated.
Briefly, the plan eliminates the old
system of grades, examinations, and
compulsory attendance at class. Stu-
dents go to class to gain knowledge,
and not to strive for grades which will
allow them to pass. The plan provides
that the career of the students be
divided into two sections, and as soon
as they think they have enough
j
knowledge to pass the "comprehensive
will allow them to advance into the)
senior college division, they present
; before the examiners. The
j
few have been contemplating the rec- On Friday
1




hundred years ago. In the excavation I Mezzo Soprano, will sing at Alumnae
• of an ancient Mexican city at Monte | Hall. The tickets, $1.75, are on sale at
I Alban, the explorers have uncovered , the Thrift Shop and at the box office
' tombs containing a wealth of objects
j
the evening of the concert.
which are invaluable to archaeologists,
and which give evidence of a fairly
j
high civilization. The expedition, i
under Signor Alphonso Caso, has been
\
workniL! for some time to
city
•r for Sunday service in
Chapel, February 7, will
be Dr. Charles R. Brown, formerly
Dean of the Divinity School, Yale
University.
of
>: nek ni i
dents, by taking more work than the
average, are able to prepare for it in
less time than that.
The plan is not a new idea at the
University of Chicago. The authorities
in charge, from the time of the found-
ing of the school, have believed that
the university should be more than a
drill ground. But they had serious
doubts as to whether the students
would know how to work after the or-
dinary four years' preparatory school
training. Would the students go to
classes and would they work if they
did not have to? Three months' trial
of the new plan has calmed the fears
tion of President Hutchins, for au-
thorities who have watched the new
plan generally agree that answers to
the questions which were worrying
officials are favorable.
A reassuring reaction to the new
plan is found in the type of students
who entered in the freshman class last
fall. For the three years previous to
last fall the average gross score in the
"Scholastic Aptitude" test, which de-
the fitness for college of all
which revealed gol*3 and
of gold, silver, turquoise, shell, pearl
and coral were found by the remains
bones and skulls beautifully carved
and ornamented with gold and jewels,
The restoration of the acropolis of
the city has revealed a stairway which
!
resembles that found at Chichen Itza,
f
one of the most valuable ruins known.!
The acropolis is situated on a plateau
J




Tne exhibition of stained glass by
discovery
j
tne D-Ascenzo Studios remains in the
Warriors
J Gallery of the Farnsworth Art Museum.
Senate Appoints Group
to Investigate Smoking
laiUT that has long been agi-
among societies was last Monday
night legislated upon by Senate, at its
first meeting for 1932. when a request
from the Intersociety-Council to the
effect that Society Houses be open in
the evening, to two or more couples
unchaperoned, was granted. At least
one of the girls, stated the request,
must be a member of the Society
House used. Senate then voted that
the afternoon tea dances of Satur-
day, February 20, prior to Senior
Prom, be held in the Society Houses,
also unchaperoned.
Unemployment
During examinations, Mr. Kirk-
1
Patrick will give short organ recitals
after the regular morning chapel. The
selections will include Cesar Franck,
Handel, Bach, Brahms, besides anj
Adagio written by Mr. Kirkpatrick
|




be explored. The only one uncovered
is the Platform of the North, to which
the broad stairway leads. A system
of tunnels connecting the mounds has
been superficially explored, but the
coming rainv season has put a stop
to further work.
The pieces of pottery found in the
ruins show the influence of other
early Mexican civilizations, and it is
possible that Monte Alban wis a step-
and where they fo
are all questions tha
solved. There is evide
occupied now
by
generally believed that it was aban-
doned by the time Cortes invaded
Mexico. As yet, very little of the ruins
has been explored, but the results have
been so revealing that the archaeolo-




For the accommodation of Wellesley
College students destined for Spring-
field. Hartford, Meriden, New Haven,
Bridgeport, Stamford, New York and
points south, returning to their homes
after the mid -year examinations, the
Boston Si Albany Railroad will stop
train No. 53 at Wellesley at 12:35
P. M., and train No. 59 at Wellesley
at 4:30 P. M
xtr:i nil-
sleeping-car tra
from New York at 12:35 A. M. Monday,
February 15 (sleeping cars to be open
for occupancy at Grand Central Ter-
minal at 10:00 P. M., February 14).
Also, train leaving New York at 4:05
P. M., Bridgeport 5:21 P. M., New Ha-
ven 5:49 P. M., Meriden 6:21 P. M.,
Hartford 6:53 P. M., Springfield 7:37
P. M„ Sunday, February 14, will make
the Wellesley stop, being due Wellesley
at 9:40 P. M.
In addition, for the accommodation
of students returning from Albany
and vicinity, the Boston & Albany
Railroad will operate an extra sleep-
ing car in their train No. 42 leaving
Albany at 12:50 A. M. Monday, Feb-
ruary 15 (car to be open for occu-
pancy at Albany Union Station at 10:00
P. M. February 14), due Wellesley at
7:25 A, M.
At the Chicago c
Railroad Presidents'
Nine and the Railway Labor Execu-
tives' Association, a decision was finally
reached in regard to the 10 per cent
wage cut demanded by the presidents.
( Continued on Page 3, Col. 2)
Announces Writing Contest
Open To College Students
The New Republic
Writing Contest, open only to college
students, with prizes of $50 each
awarded for the best Editorial (1.000
words), Article (2,000 words maxi-
mum). Short Sketch (1,000 words),
and Book Review (of any book pub-
lished since January 1, 1932; 1,000
words) suitable for publication in
The New Republic. The contest closes
April 1, 1932. Any undergraduate in
an American college or university is
eligible to compete. The winning
manuscripts will be published in The
New Republic, and the editors reserve
the right to buy at the regular space
rate any non-prize-winning contribu-
tion. Contestants may submit manu-
scripts in more than one of the classi-
fications. The judges will be the
Editors of The New Republic. Manu-
scripts should be addressed: Contest
Editor, The New Republic, 421 West
21st St.. New York, N. Y.
Emergency Relief
THE COMMITTEE REPORTS:
That it thanks heartily the
undergraduates who responded so
splendidly to the Committee's ap-
peal for clothes which was made in
cooperation with the Thrift Shop.
For many years the Thrift Shop
has made collections at the college.
All the contributions have been
sorted and sold and the proceeds
have gone to Student Aid. In the
generously working with the Relief
Committee which has made the
special collection. Twenty-two bags
of clothes have been given. Some
of them are being exchanged for
more suitable garments now at the
Thrift Shop. A special committee
will go over all the supplies of the
Thrift Shop and of the recent col-
lection so that the greatest value
and service will be had. Then,
either at the end of this week or




This will help a lot and the
everyone who cooperated so gener-
CONTRIBUTIONS TO DATE
























T. Z. E. 25.00
'10t.il ).00
Wellesley College Government Asso-
ciation to the Relief Fund for Unem-
ployment now being raised by stu-
dents in college was voted by Senate.
A $500.00 gift from the Tree Day sur-
plus to Student Aid Society was also
approved.
Smoking Discussed
The most important problem of the
the smoking situation. Every member
of Senate seemed to feel that some
measures should be passed to ameli-
orate the smoking conditions in Wel-
lesley, and especially those among the
freshmen in the village. \
A committee consisting of two stu-
dents and two heads of houses was
appointed to investigate, consider, and
report upon possibilities. The results
of this Committee will be put before
Senate at an early date when Senate
hopes to be able to deal with the
situation in a more tangible way. A
Resolution was passed to the effect
that until the freshman situation had
been legislated upon no upperclass
SUPERVIA TO SING
TOMORROW EVENING
The full program for the concert of
Conchita Supervia, Spanish prima
donna, who is singing in Alumnae
Hall at 8:00 P. M. Friday, is as follows:
I
Voi Che Sapete (from the Marriage
of Figaro) Mozart
Grand Rondo Cenerentola Rossini
Should He Upbraid Bishop
Lullaby Scott
When I Bring to You Colour'd
Toys Carpenter
Have You Seen But a White Lily
Grow Traditional
(words by Ben Jonson)
Granada Albenia
Sequidilla Murciana de Falla
Jota de Falla





Because of a desire on the part of
the Academic Council to simplify the
social schedule this year both in re-
the number of people taking part in
events, a request from Barn to be al-
dramatic performance, to be given as
Junior Prom Event, was refused.
Bermuda Trip Planned For
Spring Vacation, April 1-10
Under the auspices of the Travel
Bureau a ten-day trip to Bermuda has
been planned for the spring vacation,
April 1-10. The following girls are
ments can be made through them:
Muffy Brownell, '33; Ruth Rau, '33;
Sue Burdett, '32; Jo Pierce, '33; Carol
Mather, '32; Sue Partee, '32; Carol
Jackson, '33; Linda Huston, '33; Louise
Seedenberg, '32; Louise Wildanger. '33.
Yale Senior Is Delegate
To Disarmament Conference
James Frederick Green, Yale, '32,
nas been named by the Intercollegiate
Disarmament Council, 129 East 52nd
Street. New York, as a student dele-
gate to the Disarmament Conference
at Geneva next month, it was an-
nounced recently. He will send cor-
respondence to various college publi-
cations in the United States, and it
was said he would try to organize a
caravan of American students in Paris
and elsewhere in Europe to attend
the conference. Mr. Green is chair-
man of the International Relations
Club at Yale and an officer of the
North Atlantic Students' League for
International Cooperation.
Portrait Painter Pleased
By Current Wellesley Type
"I was surprised to find Wellesley
girls so good-looking and well-dressed,"
he said. The News reporter promptly
lost her carefully cultivated i
al air and fell i
brought on by this ;
ous compliment. Fortunately Mr.
Heermann explained. "You see, at the
concert the other night, my masculine
vanity received a blow. I thought that,
with comparatively few men present,
the girls would look rather dowdy. I
was surprised . . . agreeably."
Mr. Norbert Heermann, well-known
painter, has recently completed the
portrait of Mrs. Ewing that hangs in
Severance. Of German-Chilean par-
entage, he spent his boyhood in
Frankfort. In 1911 he came to this
country. Since that time he has lived
both in the States and on the Con-
tinent. Four weeks ago Mr. Heermann
trip through England, Germany, and
Italy.
Mr. Heermann Is well known at
Wellesley. Last October he lectured
here, on Capri. A painting presented
by him to the Art Museum has been
displayed in the vestibule of the Art
Building.
He likes Wellesley. "The charm of
Wellesley is something definite. The
landscape, the houses, and the people
are friendly and clean. The place has
faith. I bet even the taxi-drivers ex-
tend credit here.
"The new buildings on campus are
dignified and planned with splendid
vision. Their grandeur is very real,
contrasted with their so lyric surround-
ings. Green Hall,
imagination. It will become finer
Mr. Heermann likes the college type,
too. "What Impresses an artist about
today's Wellesley girls is the large per-
centage of good looks, and the eager
intelligence. The business of the
American debutante is to be smart and
amusing. To be really smart means
more than clothes and a setting. It
means personality .... visually, and
intellectually. The weight of social
obligations at too early an age tends
to fatigue intelligence. Perhaps that
is the reason for the often mask-like
expression of our debutantes. I think
those who have gone to college have a
better chance to stand the 'racket* and
become really smart."
(Continued on Page 2. Col. 1 & 2)
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Hou) The Other Half
Lives
On of he best exarlples of sheer
s brought to our attention
through t e Sweet Briar News from
N R F. t . recently. I
Harvard Medical student who
knew from vouth that he was doomed
to die of a heart ailment and spent the
j
last r s of his life studying his
,
own x> aid medical science. Atj
torme file making his observa-
. than take drugs, which
vould have dulled the Jain but ren-
it impossible for
mt'l".
his eath bed he dictated the
art. The most
as felt, by Individual temperament.
This form, organized within a definite
space, creates structure, the essence of
strength. Form also means strength;
tender form means controlled strength.
organization of one's ar-
ces might be applied to our
life. Ours is an exciting age.
we have succeeded in keeping
>vith the tempo of our times,
cleared the decks for action,
motions, sentimentality, and
board. Today we know our
CONTRIBUTE TO THE
EMERGENCY RELIEF FUND
At Bryn IS stude ts have
only een permitted to have
n thel
a certam flooi in a cer tain Quad house
would have one if, all du ing the
winter they had no able to
listen rightly to Bing Crosby s "deed-
"We know very well why many o
in Dyke's flattering performance;
d the sweet ladies by Lawrence don'
Titian':
le huge canvas, Washing-
tin- Delaware, belongs ir
ling.''
on ou
Students at Mills College in sunny i ond '
California are preparing for a between- bored
semester trip to the Yosemite Valley, Winds
where they plan to ski and skate and ' covere
slide to their hearts' content for thrt
knees before Romeo and Juliet,
leopatra, but we are a little
jy the way the Merry Wives of
ir hopped about. We have dis-
. the aesthetic glory of the early
painters and have a keener
almy perception than ever
airs of Miami would suit some Welles- Michael Angelo, t
leyites to a "T" after two days of this Leonardo. We know
weather. drawing of Judith is
• beautiful of all plctur
A beauty contest for both men and tne svmphonic El Gr<
women is being held at the University
!
of Denver with Paul Lukas and Carol
Lombard as judges. Nothing is said
about a trip to Hollywood as a result




Miss Barbara A. Munson, of the j
Bomb hurling is not the prerogative i Yale School of Nursing, held confer -
of Bolsheviks alone. It is also used ! ences on Tuesday afternoon, January
j
in inter-fraternity warfare at Denver 26, with all students interested in the'
U„ the brand used being termed "stink
I
study of nursing. This was part of
j
bomb" by the university paper. the year's program of the Committee
|
1 Vocational Information under the
rection of Miss Alice I. Perry Wood.
Two years of accredited college work :
prerequisite to the course offered by '.
Leap Year at Kansas State fur-
;•: i :-
eds. At the annual varsity, the girls
did the bidding, supplied the trans-
DR. STANLEY E. HALL
DENTIST






P. S. If you are really
why not send vour Val€
book—TWO PEOPLE,





—of calfskin in black or brown,
with change purse and mir-
ror. Mtiul-k"--; cli|> fasten-
ing pocket. Back strap








Uni-the School ol Nursing
veisiiy. :md many students hold
grees. This background affords
opportunity lor obtaining
positions after graduation. The new
nursing profession makes a strong
.appeal to the college women inter-
•>' WJbLL.Ii.SLll/Y lYFtVested in the modern, scientific agen-
also finds an increasingly impor-
PAINTER PLEASED
'Continued from Page 1, Col. 5
o, in his opinion,
the right track, and yet
artist lias a plea to m
rers that be in Wellesley





I public education. The college won
!
who enters the nursing profession 1
uncrowded field ahead of r
.irndlllj-
praft itioner in the ever
anches of public health
Nurses of intelligence and
and with scientific knowl-
becoming a tremendous force
eld of preventive as well as
The students at the Yale School
Nursing have the privileges of Ya
University, and there are facilities f
instruction at prominent hospitals ai
clinics near New Haven. The cu
throughout
ior prevention of illness
on of health requires a
nursing education. With
of providing this new
Mamma Lanvin to c
athletic
partment."
As for the portrait of the Dea
Residence.
. . . "My portrait of Mrs.
Ewing is finished. I had an exceed-
ingly interesting time painting it, and
I had a most patient and worthwhile
model. Unfortunately I do not belong
to that entertaining specie of artist
who can paint and be funny at the
same time. When the coiffure happens
to be perfect, or the folds of the dress
or the fingers of the hand happen to
fall just as I want them, I expect my
model to pose for a good long time and
ignore such minor details as a stiff
neck, a pain in the back, or hands
and legs going fast asleep. Mrs. Ewing Nursin
was an excellent sport. Once she from the Rockefeller Foundation
experienced all these items at the same
i possible the establishment of the
moment, but she kept right on posing
j school, which has placed nursing
.... and with an almost pleasant ex- education on an entirely new basis in
Passion, this country.
"The decision as to which side of
|
Mrs. Ewing's face to paint was he
easy. One ide of almost every person
face is stronger than the other. ]
has something to do with the bone
| on January 24, Ernst Hoffman, son ol
structure. In Mrs. Ewing's case the Mr. Jaques Hoffman, was guest conduc-
difference is unusually marked. ... I
j
tor with the Manhattan Symphony Or-
hope very much that Wellesley will chestra in New York. Mr. Hoffman i:
like my portrait."
I
now Conductor of grand opera in
|Mr. Heermann approves of the Art
, Breslau and has conducted concerts
Department, "I was so glad to find
j
in Germany and Vienna for the past
in your little museum an organization
:
seven years. He was for a time first
very much alive. The students are violinist with the Boston Symphony
in good hands there Their work shows' Orchestra and conducted the Harvard
that their minds as well as their eyes
j
Pierian Orchestra while at Harvard.
tie right 1 His father, Mr. Jaques Hoffman, is
j
conductor of the Wellesley College
beauty of the Orchestra and Instructor of Violin at




BALBRIGGAN m a It e s
these softly warm two piece,
two tone pajamas. If you
like to do your lounging in a
tailored way, here are the
means. Orange, red, blue,
green with contrasting insert
at neck. $1.39.





... is it lace or print . .
.
or canton . . . Fredleys have
it in its newest and clever-
est version ... at the price
you want to spend . . .




Add these darlings to your
Sweater Collection
$1.35
Every sweater in a waffly weave
!
Every one with short puff sleeves
!
Every one with high purled waist
Every one in sheer, warm wool
!
Every sweater in gorgeous colors
!
SKI BOOTS $6.90
SHOE SKATES Reduced to $3.95
SLIPPERS — MULES
.., $1.00 to $6.00
RAYNSHUS $1.95
And our $6.90 LINE OF SHOES
WELLESLEY COLLEGE NEWS
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out-of-doors to start tempting the
snow-ball spirit of the serious college
girl. Perry wandered around the cam-
pus in his high rubber boots and tried
to figure out what had happened to
all his usual playmates while they,
poor things, were poring over stacks
of notes and wondering what was
going to happen to them during the
next two weeks. As the storm in-
creased, the poor Pressman had to go
back home for his gaudy new muf-
fler which he had appropriated for
mself
attempts at shaping it
for the unemployed, an
sallied forth into the wo
Poor lonely Perry; it's tx
THE new semester always brings
plenty of surprises, as the worldly-
wise upperclassmen know too well.
One freshman, however, has decided
that her surprise package has been
delivered special delivery, for she has
found out that she has been suffer-
ing from more than a mere case of
mistaken identity respecting the Art
Department's new Professor, "whose
name, they say, is Mr. Nersessian."
PERRY was really feeling awfully
sorry for his exam-ridden friends,
but when he peeked in on the first
history "horror" of the year and saw
two poor freshmen faint after a hasty
glance at the "engine of terror," he
felt like going into deep mourning,
being an optimist only when examina-




H. L. FLACG CO.
Wellesley. Mass.
the dutiful young ladies
^ who type away the midnight hours
in the pseudo sound-proof kitchen-
ettes of Tower had a scare, recently,
which threatened to turn the digni-
fied final papers into young "tales of
tenor." No wonder, for as one of the
victims told the sympathetic Perry,
all was going well when the door was
soundlessly cracked open and three
fierce daggers startled "ye students"
completely out of their typing
rhythm. The moment was a tense one,
followed by an amazing reaction when
the supernatural agent was discovered
to be one of those
designated
HEIGH HO, and so life goes on,
and Perry remains strictly truth-
ful, notwithstanding the pressure of
deadly Zane Greys and Ernest Hem-
ingways among his novel-course
friends. For it actually was the pal
in the kennel opposite who was the
heroine of this particular tale. She
had assuaged a headache with mys-
terious but very potent sleeping tab-
lets, and when she arose, quite re-
freshed at 4 P. M., after a good snooze,
was pleased and proud to find a date
awaiting. To ensure complete vivacity
during the evening, she swallowed an
aspirin! And, alas, the wails that
rang up and down the halls, the heart-




'27 Evelyn Seamon to Mr. Roland
Bergen Guild, Yale. '26.
'30 Nancy W. Dickinson to Mr.
Dayton W. Garlick, Rensselaer Poly-
Urlinir Institute.
'31 Esther Jane Frank to Mr. Eu-
gene Lowenthal, Jr., Harvard. '21.
MARRIAGES
'31 Annette Bandler to Mr. Lionel
Goldfrank. Jr., January 25, in New
York.
'31 Eleanor Vivian to Mr. John Ade
Plugge, January 23, in New Britain,
Conn. Address: 2831 28th Street,
N. W„ Washington, D. C.
CURRENT EVENTS
{Continued From Page 1, Col. 2
The unions rejected the demand as
long as they could, but in view of the
pressing needs of the railroad industry,
they agreed to the proposal for one
year. During the conference, they ad-
vanced several counter-proposals with
the intention of securing part of the
revenu? from the wage cuts for the
direct relief of unemployed railroad
men, and for the provision of more
jebs. Although these proposals were
not acceptable to the presidents, the
unions finally agreed with only the
general stipulation that the railroads
will try to maintain and increase em-
ployment. The revenue received by the
railroads due to the wage reduction
Wellesley Guest House
Attractive rooms for yonr guests
9 Abbott St.
Tel. Wellesley 0968
DR. PAUL E. EVERETT
OSTEOPATH
HOURS: 2:30 P. M. lo 5:00 P. M.
tVaban niock Tel. Wei. 0300-W
WABAN LODGE
Rooms at reduced rates
Permanent or transient (ruests
Brick Oven Tavern
40 Joy Street, Beacon Hill
"Where yon dine in a Stable
and cat in a Horse Stall"
















Seven-room house, large sun-
porch, hardwood floors. parage,
small yard well-planted. Com-
fortable and attractive. On the









Wellcslej Square Tel. Wei. 1041
SHATTUCK INN
At the foot of Monadnock Mountain
JAFFREY, N. H.
08 miles from Wellesley. 1200 feet above sea level. FREE SKIING
INSTRUCTION l>> .I"hn K Hudson N.inicgian expert. Adequate
.r,, r ts Hiutpnu nt :iv:iiljt.U !«.r all uillti-i sports.
Special rates to College students. Come for rest and recreation
after exams.
ON THE APPROVED LIST.
Write for further information or telephone SHATTUCK INN,
fafrey, N. H. 119
the
VERY POTENT sleeping pill
cups of black coffee Pen-
but they were a mere drop in the
bucket. Sleep weighed all too heavily
throughout the date. (But the re-
turning pal confessed that, aha, there
had been no lack of subject matter
for an evening's conversation.)
THOSE who proudly brag of sk:
* knitting while reading Bible r. ,
or knitting while smoking, or even
knitting while skiing, for all we know,
ran just take a back seat, for Perry
has discovered the champion of the
college. She, and this is sworn upon
crossed paws, the day before her his-
assured Perry,
MORE THAN A QUARTER CENTURY
has passed since the Wellesley National Bank first began
to serve the students of Wellesley College.
It is a source of great satisfaction to us that many
students continue to bank with us after graduation, a
striking testimonial to the quality of the service rend-
ered.
May we not serve you also?










SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 13, 8:00 P. M.
Bardwell Auditorium—Dana Hall School
TICKETS
$2.00
Orders with checks to




When You Burn the
Midnight oil
and fail to see the
light at




A bit of Humor at
Exam Time
is as helpful as
optimism
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Time To Take Stock
us to be juggled off
and to be plunged i
seething mass of <
cal struggle, we tend to feel extraor-
dinarily futile. And there is that temp-
tation, even as we knit along, or drop
our pennies into the milk bottle, to
feel that, after all, it is all but a ges-
ture, or perhaps even a mere senti-
ment; we really are not shaping events,
or even half understanding them.
ing put to a test, in the Par Eastern
struggle, the principles and theories
which we, in an enthusiastic and large-
j
Police Gazette, though
looks as lurid. Headlines and all, it
was designed in moments of pre-ex-
amination lunacy by the seniors of the
Board, and was intended as a cheer-
ful reminder that the world will go on
—even if you do stay up all night
writing that paper.
Whether Wellesley goes communist
is, of course, another matter. Some-
times, surveying the calamitous re-
sults of an individualistic society, we
contemplate with some pleasure the
prospect of a well-ordered soviet; and





Bathrobes and Coolie Coats start soar-
ing skyward. So, on second thought,
we'll reserve our pity for the future
—
and go on eating the strawberry jam as
and
'
long as it lasts.
backed especially emhuiiasidcallv m
recent months. The problem of inter-
i.;>UOiui.; -i-Uicirif i.: . . ' '.•,.' ,l:':m- :. :.t-
rights of nationality, the whole ques-
tion of League outlawry of war, a stern
threat to the success of the disarm-
mament conference, are being faced
in terrible reality right now. We who
have talked large and loosely about our
desire for peace, about international
friendliness, what can we do and say
us to sit down and seriously reckon
where we stand; it is a time to test
our real faith in what we glibly talk
about; it is a time for us to realize the
seriousness of our own attitude to
this most challenging and important
problem of our age. Just how much
does our desire to know both sides keep
our minds open, to find out journalis-
tically, and otherwise, wherein not
only the justice but the ethics of the
case lies? How steady are we to re-
sist insidious "scare" and "war" prop-
aganda shot at us through the press?
How really basic is our faith in the
power of passive resistance, in disarm-
ament, in civilian cooperation for
peace? How honestly does our arguing
and talk during the day reflect our
thinking, and not mere reactions, but
considered judgments? For it is acidly
true that we who talk and do not back
up our theories with firm opinions in
the right direction are worse than
those who believe in increased arm-
aments, the archaic and misinterpre-
ted Monroe doctrine, and that most
hypo-
One of the tiling
as we pounded' away
thetical write-ups was the bare possi-
bility that some day some other News
editors may repeat them in cold sober-
ness. It doesn't seem possible—but
we go on record now as avoiding
prophecies. We've looked over too
many old editorials ourselves. In the
the first place was: focus your
thoughts ten years ahead and nothing
will seem unlikely—even Friday, the
twelfth of February.
ing us feel inferior by their deter-
mination, goading us to irritation by
their little signs upon their doors.
It is perhaps those little signs which
which have finally broken down the
last wall of resistance! There is only
one thing to
writ in!; this paragraph
little sign ouiselves!
Have year blues and exam de-
Yourself pression we suggest the
A opera. Soar above the
Box trivialities of final papers
and forget temporarily the
kings of Israel or the chronology of
Shakespeare's plays. Let music soothe
ragged nerves and calm fevered dis-
son to hibernate or to neglect the
more temperate and cultural aspect
of this hectic existence. An oppor-
tunity awaits whoever possesses a little
time. Surely Parsifal is worth several
months of movies and several hours
devoted to not too profitable study.
Cramming never did anyone any
good, and grand opera has been an
eternal source of inspiration. There-
fore climb the heights to a gallery seat
and the "food of love."
The suggestion which has
For come from Noanett to the
Poverty effect that the entire college
Dinners share in a Golden Rule
over the college will do away with the
budgetary difficulty.
As for those who object on the
ground that it is not fair to their
fathers, who have paid the money
for an ordinary dinnefl, we should
like to ask them one question: What
happens when they go down to the
village to eat: do they send to then-
fathers the money for the dinner they
FREE PRESS COLUMN
All contributions for this column
must be signed with the lull name
of the author. Initials or numerals
will be used if the writer so desires.
The Editors do not hold them-
selves responsible for opinions and
s.'al, mi n!s in this column.
Contributions should be in the
hands of the Editors by 11 A.M. on
Monday.
GOOD BREEDING ENOUGH?
o the Wellesley College News:
Whisperings tell us that our outcries
ave roused the powers to action on
le question of smoking. The need
;




Little write editorial paragraphs.
Signs While Japan is bombing
are annihilating Wellesley. There are
different degrees of havoc being
wrought. There are those individuals
who have all to live through the first
four days. They are unmentionable.
They do not speak to anyone, look at
anyone, or do anything save lurk
darkly behind signs tacked on their
doors. These people we let strictly
alone. And we don't feel sorry for
them because after this week they will
be home, laughing a bit hysterically
perhaps, but nevertheless laughing at
those who are taking exams in a
more leisurely stride. They have
intervals in between. They can afford
to be friendly at breakfast and even
work up to a few rays of humor and
jocosity at lunch. But it is the people
who have intervals and oreathing
I
spaces between exams and yet who
nevertheless have all the grimness and
I
the panic of those that don't that we
I
abhor. They have no excuse for ter- I
rifying us with their industry, mak- I
adequate. In desperation we are in-
clined to suggest the ultimatum of no
smoking or smoking anywhere at any
time. See the advantages herein: ours
and succeeding generations will be a
race of graceful smokers, for we will
learn, among other things at college,
what the English women have long
been teaching their daughters: how to
hold a cigarette gracefully, how to
keep from being a smoking monster,
how to smoke without losing all traces
of femininity. Ours will resemble the
Oxford salons, where gentlemen gather
;o discus- their studies over their pipes.
Best of all, think of the broadening
effect on our standards. Think of all
the Puritan maidens who heretofore
have raised polite noses at devotees of
Alumnae Hall. Forced to closer con-
gentle tolerance is the least to be ex-
But on the other hand, are we yet
ready for this step
our good breeding such
property damaged? Loudly we clarr
"Yes!" But how then can we accoi
for a campus strewn with Hershey I
iiniHiI and N. B. C. boxes?
NOANETT PROPOSES
UNEMPLOYMENT PLAN
The following petition has been cir-
culated at Noanett:
To the Student Body of Wellesley
ent time the need for money to aid
those starving and freezing because of
the general business conditions through-
out the world, and more particularly
on the eastern seaboard of the United
States, we feel that as a college we
could contribute an amazingly substan-
tial fund which would help surprising-
ly the terrific conditions of the poor
of Boston and of Wellesley by estab-
lishing a Golden Rule dinner in every
college house once a week. These din-
ners, consisting of baked beans, or
salad such as cabbage slaw, dark bread,
and milk or cocoa, are very healthy
and nourishing, unusually good, and
amazingly inexpensive. A saving of
from eighty to one hundred dollars
for a meal of this sort for every two
fund of six hundred and thirty dollars
at least each week, would be of infinite
service to the community at this time.
Surely it is little enough to do to eat
a meal of this sort on only one night
out of every seven when so doing pro-
vides those who are destitute and suf-
fering with a new lease on life.
The establishment of weekly Golden
Rule dinners would enable the college
to extract from its weekly budget such
all
lege bookkeeping
to adopt this pro-
system of budgeting
r in which the col-
done. Therefore it
rate a substantial majority of the stu-
dent body, be in accordance with this
proposal. It is to be earnestly hoped
that there is no one of us who thinks
so much of her stomach as to play the
dog in the manger and by so doing
prevent the college from making at
least one attempt as a united whole to
do its bit to dissemble the horrible and
terrifying cloud of misery that has
tMSSSS
Sheets cost you twenty,
And thirty for collars.
Nickel for phoning,
A quarter for keys,
Two cents for stamps,
And the Treasurer's fee
Four-forty-two
I've three eight-forty cla
I've forgotten my glasse:
Just that
D. Mosenfelder D. P. Harris
E. Bristol Alice Walker
K. Toll E. Newland
E. Steele Bella Kussy
S. Freeman Betty Buehn
M. Palmer B. Beakes
Beatrice Roggen R. Davis
E. McClintie Anne Capern
M. Crampton Dorothy Ackerly
V. Kilburn P. Bragaw
H. Meyer E. Stevens
Nan Ellen E. Hauk
E. Heuchel B. Creamer
P. Boylston D. Lodge
Marjorie Greene R. Aromson
Betty Muir J. Maslen
R. Pitcairn M. Hunter
Jane Leeds Ruth Barnefield
Marjory Best Barbara Carr
H. Brown E. Peck
Louise Whipple M. Bouton
Lorraine Burtis E. Ahrens
Esther Swaffleld Betty Steinbrech
Sarah Ja tie Landauer
ZOOLOGISTS SETTLED
IN THEIR NEW HOME
Six two's and an eight!
Yes, yes, that's amazing.
But what is the date?
And what did you say
That phone number was?
Why, Belmont six hundred,
Or anj tiling does."
Mathematical state,
In numbers your fortune,
In figures your fate.
Adonais's ear is chewed,
He's been in a deadly feud,
He's talked high and wide and lewd,
All for unemployment.
He has worked his knuckles bare,
He has knottings in his hair,
Muscles grew that were not there,
All for unemployment.
Ill
Given clothing by the scores,
E'en his woolen underdrawers,
Given of his golden stores,
All for unemployment.
APOLOGIA PRO OPERIS SUIS
Could do a couple of quatrains
In the sublime
About the people who are building that
lengthy cot
o a triolet i
This wing, whicl has just been corn-
pleted, houses th Zoology Department
which moved Ironi the temporary build-
ing last fall.
The building is complete in its
equipment. On the first floor is a
lecture room w lich is also used by
Astronomy class es, and a museum.
The second and third floors are en-
tirely given over to laboratories and
preparation rooms. The experiment
rooms are on the fourth floor, and
are specially equipped for the different
room, completely darkened, for blue-
printing, and there are operating
rooms, a kitchen for nutrition work,
and rooms in which metabolism exper-
Here, of the
On the lines and lines of ice-creamed
That line the corridor
Of the greasy, greasy grinds
Directly after dinner time.
Or he could even achieve a sonnet
On the Literary Lights
And the Scientific Souls
Who monopolize all the dinner con-
versation
Telling of the quantities of work they
d how they c an't p Bslbl y get it all
As though no o he College
i*ere taking exams. too.
He really could do at a couplet,
On y he has his paper tow orkon
Not to mention his knitting to finis
So he will just let the other things
Rankle in his soul
And leave the poetry to
The potential Wordsworths





COPLEY—A Murder Has Been Ar-
HOLLIS—Unexpected Husband
PLYTVIOUTH—Trick For Trick
TREMONT—The House of Connelly
FOCUSSED ON
THE SCREEN
On Thursday, Friday, and Saturday.
February 4, 5, and 6, the Community
playhouse will present Ronald Colman
in The Unholy Garden. The "unholy
garden" is a city so remote from civili-
zation, that a criminal may success-
fully escape detection and live out the
rest of his life there; its prototype in
life is the hidden town of Orage in
With The Unholy Garden will be
shown Mother's Millions, starring May
Robson. This story presents the. prob-
lem of two children whose mother
possesses incredible wealth; their
mother endea'
found, is an un- ; The Application for a Position
safe measure of intelligence. No. 1 is so very poor that it is hardly
It had been proved in 1903 by Myers conceivable that a college senior could
that there is a difference between send it; indeed, the writer of this ar-
primitlve and civilized races In "sen- tide confesses to having invented the
situity," ability to use the senses. It letter to illustrate certain laults in
was found that the I. Q.'s of Indians letters of application,
and negroes can be raised by educa- No. l
tion. thus there can be no final meas- Wellesley, Mass.
March 1, 1932
Skin
self is controlled. In art and aes-
thetics. Professor Garth found no dif-
ferences, since primitive art has the
same basic principles as civilized.
Therefore. Professor Garth concluded,
if there are racial differences, he has
not yet found them. The differences
are due to nurture and condition, and
;hat is up to us to change.
plicant. I am a Senior and would like
to teach if I can find a place. I think
your School board or high school
principle. Please let me hear from you
as soon as possible.
Out From Dreams and No. 2
Theories Wellesley College
Tin: 1'ilhmhni su<i<!<:\ii<ni'- litirc fn<7i Mi John Doe
made by Professor McKeag as an out- Superintendent ol Schools
come of her wide knowledge, and ex- Utopia. Connecticut
perience with candidates and with My dear Mr. Doe:
schools. The Personnel Bureau is very Through the Wellesley College Per-
happy to be able to prm! thctc
able suggestions from Professor
Bun ,m
Mc-
kindly consider my name in
the position.
the degree of
Bachelor of Arts, at Wellesley College,
in June, 1932. My major subject in
'ors to protect them ' THE
_._. of hangers on and ad- FOR A POSITION
venturers, and in so doing misunder- — :—
standing arises which is not cleared It is ass
up until both mother and children a position
have suffered much. | tion with her college Personnel Bureau.
c0 ege
On Monday. Tuesday, and Wednes- : A candidate who cannot refer to an
mlnor
<
day of the week following, the main , official organization of this
attraction will be Ainbassadoi Bill, always at a disadvantage, as
starring Will Rogers, than whom no easy to collect credentials in
one is better qualified to play the role ' way.
of Ambassador Bill. Ambassador Bill should the candidate write
Harper is American ambassador to cf inters of application to schools or
Sylvania, whose king has been the vie- i^mess flrms „ith which she has no
tim of a plot laid by a dictator named i connection? Decidedly, no! Such let-
De PoUkoff. i ters sent out at random here and there
With Ambassador Bill will be shown
] are likely t0 be dropped into the waste-
His Woman, starring Claudette Col-
j
basket . Her best plan is to look into
bert and Gary Cooper. Gary Cooper tne penings suggested to her by the
plays the part of a captain of a tramp , personnel Bureau or by teachers'
steamer, who discovers a baby in a ; agencjeSi or to write only to schools or
drifting boat. Finding that none of flrms wUh wr,ich she has some con-
his crew seems capable of taking
(
nection ol. of whioh she has definite
charge of the infant, the skipper ships know -,edge.
a lady to mother the child. The lady: Let m suppose^ she has leamed
is not all she pretends to be, and a ^ g vacancy and that she wishes to
Ereat many dramatic events take place ^ h/ fm . fhe p]ace Suppose> too tnat
i
tically all tnat is saia 01 tnis Kina 01 1 & cifcy in Ngw Jersey The candidate
NOTICE
le"er of application will applj to other ^^ be famIUar with the standard
™W what should she include m her
, metho6& of examination of milk and
Led Secondary Certificate"
high schools. Although I h
regular teaching position,
experience, throughout two
tutoring in Algebra and ii
The Wellesley College
Bureau will be glad to send
copies of my credentials if you
personal i nference with me, I
hould be very glad to arrange one if
t is possible.
I shall appreciate any consideration




There will be a vacancy about April










is to give, as briefly as possible,
notion of her special qualifica- Bureau
for the position which is vacant. 1 .
r^rr^^^CHICAGO REPORTS
A statement that the candidate, ON NO-EXAM PLAN
s to be considered in connection — :
—
^Continued from Page 1. Col. 1)
2. A statement that the candidate
SPEAKER DISCUSSES I hopes to take the degree of Bachelor
RACE DIFFERENCES 'of Arts in June at Wellesley College.:






-courses in Education, teaching!
27, Professor Garth, r
of Denver, gave a lee
hire on the subject of Racial Differ
ences. He spoke first of the popular |'
& ^ ^^ ^.^ ^ 0oUege .
opinion of great differences between ^^ ScholMsW {or in.
races, also of the theoretical view, rfjmM
shown in many books of the last cen-
tury, of the inequality of races. One
author mentioned was of the belief
that the races were immobile and un-
changing, that they formed a hier-
archy; with the white races on top,
third. Another author saw the races
as elastic, mobile, changing. The
great difficulty. Professor Garth said,
was in defining the word "race," which
seemed impossible to him. as nobody
6. Any special qualifications not in-
cluded in the foregoing list: as, for in-
stance, editorial work on a college peri-
odical, for one who is applying for a
position in English.
7. Reference to the Wellesley Col-
lege Personnel Bureau for credentials.
vised. In the examination they are
required to discuss intelligently and in
good English the courses which they
have taken. Any deficiency which
e it impossible for them to
amination is pointed out to
if they wish, they can take
IMlL'hi D;i
pass the (
1 student does not wish to go to class,
can learn more outside of class, the
adviser will give his approval.
Classes are conducted differently
j
than at most American colleges and
universities. Groups of 150 to 300 stu-
! dents attend lecture courses conducted
i
by the university's leading authorities
and specialists, and then break up into
smaller groups.
Scientific investigation to prov
racial differences brought up eve:
more difficulties. When should th
races be measured? There is a tim
when the full ability of the race i
Present; there is a time of "drive,
hould be prepared
great care. The English should be
above reproach, not merely in punctu-
ation, spelling, and sentence structure,
but also in diction, and organization of
subject-matter. Moreover, the school
| £^££^inWructor
officer to whom the letter is addressed
| ^J^ ^ ^^ g
should be able to think of the can l | amorig themselves,
date as a person acquainted with the ^^ answer ,ng auest ions wnen
courtesies of epistolary English.
| necessary ^ keeping the conversation
within proper limits.
When the investigation started
ever, some very interesting fact
brought forth. The theory t
mixture of white in b:
make those individuals
was found false. Education
out all differences
the first,
| of letter that would probably be con- j
signed to the waste-basket; the second,
,„J a letter that might interest a school
hat a officer if there were a
vacancy in his
ces can! school. There are, of
course, many,
superior possible varieties of
good letters. No.
as wipe 2 is merely one of
many forms which
that respect, might be used.




Mal^e your Dad your Valentine
Surprise him on the jolly Saint's
day—show him he's your sweet-






"'' k ' him h app.v and proud.
,
'
! Send him flowers because flow-
*+*& ' > yrf—^ , rs say "lie My Vale-—
. ^.j-;>, r . ,'..,;'::!.;.: | ' ! : ^/.V iiolhilltf else C,U1. .. <
;:nd he'll get the flow
FLOWER^
& h e j^Uie Brapn
60 CENTRAL STREET, WELLESLEY, MASS.








Play Your Winning Color with
ROULETTE
—the New Handbag
Turn the little disc on the new Roulette
handbag, and fashion's Colonial colors
are on parade! Yorktown red! Royal
blue! Black! White! Four distinct
Bags of black,
roulettes oj
Uso brown handbags i
eluding Colonial buff '.






the sound of foot-
ay in the darkness,
our friends, perhaps
due to the influence of an overdose of
Edgar Allan Poe administered at a
tender age, symbolized the night
morose, a ghoul of the night.
But curiosity, having killed some six
cats, seized upon us by the throat one
night and insisted we should trail that
mysterious gentleman about Tower
Court. We caught him as he emerged
from what we fondly thought was a
remote hiding place, such as that to
which owls and bats escape for the
whiz by. In this job, as in most," he
philosophizes, "the first year is the
hardest and after that you aren't
likely to be sleepy." Having visions
of his consuming quarts of black cof-
fee in a vain endeavor to keep his
eyes open, and thinking the advice
might be useful during mid-years, we
asked him his favorite cure for the
yawning feeling. "Ah. just give me
The New York Times," he replied,
journalistic heart warm.
And then it was that we discovered
what a gentleman and a scholar this
Alvc Starks is. He hopes there won't
share of fighting l
i he was a gardener in Scotland
before the war he worked as a
dener for Fraser's. In 1915 he
turned to Scotland to enlist in
army there and the following
and the neck when a sniper
After his discharge he came back to
Fraser's, but because the muscles in
his wounded arm no longer permitted
from his side, he had
dening and in 1921 he came to Tower
father and his five brothers i
deners in Scotland, and my three]
brothers and I were all gardeners in
this country. Now I work at night,
|
but in the daytime I work in my own
garden."
The mystery connected with




him scurrying along the corridor,
think, perhaps a bit sentimentally
the flowers in his garden
wonder if he has brought a rose to
put on the table as he and the night
great many
new side of French life.
Perhaps the greatest and certainly
the most interesting of Goethe's con-
tacts with French civilization, Mr.
Baldensperger continued, was the
poet's meeting with Napoleon in 1808.
The meeting was a success from both
points of view; Goethe was charmed
with the general, and the general in
turn found the poet just as admirable
as he had imagined him and gave
him the ribbon of the Legion of
SI-MUK^ll
MADAME Conchita Supervia
Recital, Alumnae Hall, Friday Evening, February
5 at 8 P. M.
Tickets, $1.75; at Wellesley Thrift Shop or Box
Office on evening of concert
Madame Supervia will sing "Voi che sapete" (from Fi-
garo), Grand Rondo (from t'enerentola), four songs in
English by Hishop. Si-ott, Carpenter; and Spanish songs
by Albeniz, Granados. de Falla, Nil
The Cleveland Orchestra, seventy-five performers, gives its con-
cert on Moml.n exeninn. I «I>ih.iii l.">. playing Prelude in E major
(Kach-Silntii. Si\th Sxmphotn ( T-charUw *ky ), Menuet Antique
(Ravel), Legend, "The Swan of Tiiom la l Siheliu- >, Mei^tersmner
Prelude (Wagner).
Tickets, SI. 7:.; al Welle*de\ Thrift Shop i
witchmu
too-romantic rendez-vous of the
maid's desk.
At the appointed time we wandered
down with the same adventurous
spirit we suspect we would have if
someone promised to introduce us to
a roaring lion or an African pygmy.
And there, greeting us with a pleasant
Scotch accent, was a mild little man
with a black box strapped over his
shoulder. The contrast between the
expectation and the reality almost
bowled us over, but we obediently
trotted down the stairs with him as
he explained that he had to insert
fifteen keys at fifteen different sta-
he carried in the black covering.
he charged through the trunkroom, so
that we could not visualize Ali Baba
and his forty thieves popping up out
of their barrels to peer at us; he
punched his clock and was off again
on his brisk trot before we could catch
our breath, much less say "Jack Rob-
inson" or any of the other accepted
things. Up and down, through the
kitchen, where he offered us a drink
of milk, to the sixth floor we dashed,
managed to pay calls that were lit-
erally flying at all fifteen stations
and were back again at the maid's
desk.
We had learned, to our sorrow, that
the halls are not dimly lit, that
ce of meeting
host in Tower
Court, and that the night watchmar
receives excellent practice for track
Personally we would stake our dona-
tion for the unemployed upon his win
ning the marathon! "Sometimes :




On Tuesday evening, J;
M. Pernand Baldensperger
of Comparative Literature at the Sor
bonne and Visiting Professor a
Princeton University, gave
Alumnae Hall on L'Apvcl 6
France sur Goethe.
Mr. Baldensperger introduced
subject by commenting upon the
versal appeal of the works
who, he said, like Moliere belongs to
one nation by birth but to all the na-
tions by the universality of his works.
The French influence in the great




window. So great indeed
for these French
forgot them and included some allusion
to them in most of his works. Another
French influence
came with the sojourn of Voltaire in
Frankfort in 1753. This great French-
man was detained in the city at that
time by order of Frederick the Great.
i French
language with other small
Frankfort; 1
dren of the city, he had the advan
tage of practicing the language a
home with a French
quartered in the Goethe household of
the French army. Frankfort at this
time was occupied by the victors of the
Seven Years
proved valuable to the ambitious boy,
and he soon decided on a literary ca-
reer "a la francaise." Accordingly he
went to Strasbourg, where he learned
to wiite poetry in the fashionable
style of the French
During the French Revolution
Goethe's atl
of a change. Always a monarchist, the
of the Reign
3f Terror nothing
of an order which he admired. With
the Duke of Weimar
he had lived since 1771, he went
France to aid the Imperial
restoring Louis VI
military aspirations were not fulfilled,
but his sojourn at Verdun proved valu-
